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Leading Index losing momentum
The six month annualised deviation from trend growth rate in the Westpac–Melbourne
Institute Leading Index, which indicates the likely pace of economic activity three to
nine months in the future, increased from -0.02 % in May to 0.06% in June.

Westpac’s Chief Economist, Bill Evans, commented, “As we noted last month the
change in the growth rate of the Index is indicating that the economy appears to be
losing momentum through the middle of 2015. In the first four months of 2015 the
average growth rate was 0.21% above trend. That was a welcome lift in momentum
from the second half of 2014 when the average growth rate was -0.66% below trend.
However, in the last two months the growth rate has eased back again averaging only
0.02% above trend.

“With the deviation from trend now back to near zero the promising signs that we saw
in the early months of 2015 that growth in the economy might be lifting into ‘above
trend’ territory through the second half of 2015 appear to be waning. That profile is
certainly in line with Westpac’s forecasts that annualised growth pace in the economy
will be stuck around 2.5% in both halves of 2015, largely unchanged from the
disappointing result in 2014 of around 2.5%.
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“The disappointment from the apparent lacklustre prints for growth in the Index which
we are seeing around mid-year is that a lack of momentum going into 2016 might start
to question the generally held view that 2016 will be a better year than 2014 and 2015.
For example our own forecasts pitch growth in 2016 at around 3%, up from 2.5% in
2014 and 2015 whereas the Reserve Bank has been bold enough to forecast a lift in
growth to 3.25%.

“That growth rate of 3.25% is considered to be in the ‘above trend’ territory and it is
likely that the authorities might start to review that optimistic forecast in spite of the
expected boost to demand from the falling Australian dollar and record low interest
rates.

“In January the growth rate of the Index printed 0.08%, above trend, up from -0.59% in
December. As discussed a promising lift in subsequent months has faded with the
growth rate back to 0.06%, above trend, in June. Over that period there has been a
rebalancing of components which are contributing to that growth. The major increases
in the contribution to growth were sourced from: yield spread (0.73ppts); monthly
hours worked (0.12ppts) and ASX 200 (0.04ppts). On the other hand, commodity
prices (–0.22ppts); US industrial production (–0.34ppts); dwelling approvals (–
0.19ppts); Westpac-MI Consumer Sentiment expectations Index (–0.10ppts); Westpac
MI Unemployment Expectations Index (–0.05ppts) were all drags on the growth rate.

“In considering the components’ contributions it is interesting to see the importance of
the yield spread in supporting growth. That yield spread captures the rate cut effect
from the Reserve Bank and the general rise in bond rates as markets are anticipating
some improvement in global growth. However, to date, those positive signals have not
fed through to most of the other components.
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“The Reserve Bank Board next meets on August 4. The Board has demonstrated
recently that at these low levels of rates any further cuts will be gradual and most likely
timed for the months of February; May; August and November when the Bank revises
its forecasts for growth and inflation. Having cut rates in both February and May the
August meeting does become a ‘live’ event.

“However we expect that it is very unlikely that the Board will decide to cut rates in
August. In May it was still forecasting above trend growth in 2016 of 3.25% and we
expect that the catalyst for any decision to cut rates would come from a substantial
downward revision to its growth forecast for 2016 to ‘below trend’ territory. That
decision will be largely influenced by the assessed momentum in the economy in the
second half of this year and developments in the labour market. With insufficient
available evidence on the former and, for now, the unemployment rate having
stabilised there is almost no case for an August move.

“Despite current market expectations we would also put a limited chance of a move in
November. In fact we are comfortable to retain the view that rates will remain on hold
for the remainder of this year and throughout 2016,” Mr Evans said.
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